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A comprehensive guide for tea enthusiasts by an expert, covering everything from history and
lore to tea cocktails and tea terminology.It’s a beverage, a commodity, a ceremony, a meal, a
spiritual encounter, a connector of people, a drink of peace, a pick-me-up, a comforter, and a
way of life for many. This comprehensive guide to tea explores the celebrated beverage
through the eyes of a certified specialist.From its sometimes-murky origins to today’s wide
range of tea ceremonies, Lisa Boalt Richardson delves into the world of tea to create a fresh
and accessible resource for rookies and gurus alike. With tips for shopping, storing, steeping,
and tasting, plus advice for using tea in pairings, cooking, cocktails, and home health
remedies, this fascinating read is everyone’s cup of tea.Includes photos
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one day years ago with a great cup of black cinnamon-spiced raspberry tea. My thirst was
quenched right away, but I remained intrigued about what I had just imbibed and yearned to
know more about this brilliance in a cup. That made me even more intent on finding out as
much as I could about tea. I started reading, researching, and attending conferences, all of
which eventually led to the birth of my speaking, educating, writing, and consulting tea
business in 2000.Maybe your interest in tea began with a great cup, too, and now you also
thirst to know more about this ancient beverage, second only to water in popularity around the
world. Or perhaps tea is like an old acquaintance whom you realize you don’t know much about
and think you should know more. This book is a culmination of questions I have asked and
answers I discovered as I explored this complex beverage in classrooms and libraries, tea
shops and tearooms, tea fields and tea factories.In the following pages, I hope to present tea in
a fresh and interesting way. First, you will learn the history of tea around the world and how
teas, all of which come from the same plant, become different colors. Then you will discover
how to buy, store, steep, and taste tea for its many different nuances. You might have wondered
if tea is grown sustainably and how tea farmers are caring for the environment. I tackle these
topics as well, along with explaining which tea is the healthiest to drink and whether you should
worry about how much caffeine it contains. I also explain how the beverage is celebrated
through diverse ceremonies and rituals around the world and encourage you to re-create them
in your own home. Finally, you will find out how to use tea beyond the cup, from pairing it with
food and cooking with it to adding it to cocktails, compost piles, beauty lotions, and
more.Although I am considered a tea specialist, and some may even call me an expert, my
education about this beverage never ends. I continue to read about tea, travel to countries
where it is grown, and drink it with the same eagerness I felt when I started my tea journey. For
me, tea is much more than a beverage. It is a lifestyle that I will continue to pursue, and I hope
you will as well. Happy sipping!CHAPTER ONEWHAT IS TEA?Where It’s Grown and How It
Becomes Specialty TeaTea is a beverage, a commodity, a ceremony, an afternoon tradition, a
drink of peace, a pick-me-up, a path to meditation, and much more. It comes from a sturdy
evergreen bush that thrives in warm, wet places, and age-old prescriptions rule how the
meticulously plucked fresh leaves of the plant are processed to produce what you steep in a
teapot. Tea has a long, rich history as well, one laden with both fanciful legends and hard facts.
Part of the enjoyment of drinking tea is learning as much as you can about everything from its
botanical lineage and centuries-old history to the differences between black tea and green tea,
oolong tea and dark tea.WHAT IS TEA?Of the many legends about how tea was discovered,



probably the most popular one names the Chinese emperor Shennong (sometimes spelled
Shen Nung), known as the father of Chinese agriculture, as the first person to steep tea and
drink the steaming brew. The year was 2737 B.C., and while the emperor was boiling water to
purify it, a gust of wind carried a scattering of tea leaves from a nearby wild bush into his kettle.
Instead of trying to retrieve and discard the leaves, he decided to infuse them, and then sat
back and enjoyed the resulting beverage. There is no written record of this first cup, however.
Indeed, no references to tea appear in any Chinese literature until some three millennia later.
But regardless of whether the story of Shennong and the inadvertent cup of tea is myth or
truth, we do know that the tea plant likely originated in the southwestern Chinese province of
Yunnan, where its leaves were initially appreciated for their medicinal qualities.In time, much of
the rest of the world developed a taste for the combination created when those wayward leaves
serendipitously blew into the emperor’s kettle of boiling water. The bush that yielded them was
the Camellia sinensis plant, and by definition the six classes, or types, of true tea recognized
today—white, green, yellow, black, oolong, and dark—must come from this particular species
of tropical and subtropical evergreen native to Asia.You may be familiar with the camellia plant,
as many different species are grown around the globe. They are known for their beautiful,
shiny, deep green leaves and stunning flowers in a variety of colors. C. sinensis produces a
small white blossom with a yellow center that is not as showy as the blooms of many of its
cousins. But tea growers are not seduced by the beauty of the flowers in any case. In fact, they
discourage the plants from blossoming because they know that all the plant’s energy must go
into producing leaves that will yield fine teas.The genus name Camellia comes from the
latinized form of the surname of Georg Josef Kamel (sometimes spelled Camel; 1661–1706), a
Czech-born Jesuit missionary who became a well-known botanist in his time. He didn’t
discover the plant, nor did he name it, though he did tend tea bushes in gardens in the
Philippines. Carl Linnaeus, creator of the taxonomy system still in use today, chose to pay
tribute to Kamel’s contributions to botany by using his name for the genus, one of many in the
Theaceae family. The word sinensis is Latin for “from China.”C. sinensis boasts two main
varieties: C. sinensis var. sinensis and C. sinensis var. assamica. The former botanical name,
though it seems repetitive, simply indicates that the plant is the Chinese variety of the species.
The name of the latter variety specifies it is from Assam, in northeastern India, close to the
Himalayas. C. sinensis var. sinensis tends to have a smaller leaf and can withstand colder
temperatures than its counterpart. It can grow upward of 15 ft/4.5 m if left untouched. The
larger-leaved Indian variety, which can reach 40 ft/12.2 m in the wild, is hardy but cannot
tolerate frost.Herbal InfusionsMany herbs, flowers, dried fruits, and even barks and pine
needles can be infused—that is, steeped in water (or other liquid) to extract their soluble
elements—to make a lovely brew. These beverages are properly called herbal infusions or
tisanes but never teas.Among the best-known infusions are mint, chamomile, and hibiscus. A
nutty-flavored, burnt-red infusion made from the needlelike leaves of the rooibos bush is
arguably the most fashionable tisane at the moment. The plant is native to South Africa, where
the beverage, commonly known as bush tea or red tea, has long been hailed as an antidote to
everything from asthma to eczema. A tisane made from tulsi, also known as holy basil, is
currently popular as well. The plant originates in Asia, and in India, drinking an infusion made
from its leaves is believed to reduce stress and ensure longevity.Nearly all infusions are
caffeine-free. Among the popular exceptions is yerba maté, which is consumed in Argentina,
Uruguay, and parts of Brazil.Researchers work tirelessly to come up with new C. sinensis
cultivars; that is, plants that are created or selected for their desired characteristics, such as
improved disease resistance or the ability to withstand drought or other severe weather



conditions, and some five hundred cultivars have been recorded to date. Any class of tea can
be produced from any of these cultivars, though it might not be the best in its category. But
every hot, comforting, flavorful beverage you sip that is dubbed tea is properly named only if it
comes from the C. sinensis plant. If it doesn’t, it is more correctly referred to as an herbal
infusion or a tisane (see “Herbal Infusions,” left).Tea fields are generally called tea estates, tea
gardens, or tea plantations, depending on where they are located in the world, and may be flat
land, rocky terraced terrain, rolling hills, or steep mountainsides. The plants are typically kept at
a height of 3 to 4 ft/1 to 1.2 m to make them easier to harvest and are regularly pruned to
stimulate growth and fullness.WHERE IS TEA GROWN?Tea has long been traditionally grown
in just five countries—China, Japan, India, Sri Lanka, and Taiwan—and today they remain the
source of the finest teas in the world. China, as already noted, is likely the birthplace of tea,
and its people were responsible for developing the techniques used for processing the six
classes of tea we have today. It is also the only country that currently produces all six classes,
being the sole purveyor of dark tea. Dark teas are distinctly different from the other classes
because they undergo a postproduction secondary fermentation process. Tea cultivation and
processing has spread from these Asian countries to some forty countries around the world,
where C. sinensis is grown for both the specialty market (see page 19, “What Is Specialty
Tea?”) and to satisfy the large commodity demand for tea bags.Some sources indicate that tea
may have been cultivated in Japan as early as the Nara period (A.D. 710–794), but those dates
cannot be verified. Documents do show that seeds of the tea plant were carried to Japan in
805, during the Heian period, by Buddhist monks Saich�Ð and K�¶¶�’À who, as members of a
diplomatic mission organized by the Japanese emperor, had gone to China to further their
study of Buddhist doctrine. Soon after the monks’ return, the emperor encouraged the
cultivation of tea, which at first was drunk only by royalty and priests. In time, its consumption
spread to the samurai class, the gentry, and then finally, by the seventeenth century, to the
masses. Today, Japan is famous for its green teas but also produces some black teas. Its
industry is unique in its approach to tea processing, which uses computerized automation,
unlike China, where much of the work continues to rely on human judgment.In the same
century that the common people of Japan first enjoyed tea, Dutch ships began carrying tea
from Japan and Indonesia to Amsterdam and then on to ports in France and other European
countries. (The Chinese were reluctant to welcome foreign ships in their ports, so the Dutch
were forced to pick up their Chinese tea in Jakarta.) Tea first arrived in London in 1657, but it
did not become a fashionable beverage until the royal marriage between Portugal’s Catherine
of Braganza and England’s Charles II in 1662. Because the Chinese had granted the
Portuguese trading privileges at the southern Chinese port of Macau in the 1550s, the Lisbon
royals were already serious tea drinkers by the time Catherine’s dowry, which included a
number of tea chests, was delivered to London. She quickly made taking tea at court a
common practice, and in time, all of England took up the new beverage.My First Tea
PlantationThe first tea field I ever visited was the Charleston Tea Plantation in South Carolina. I
was attending a small conference of southern United States tea business owners in the fall of
2006, and the conference organizers were able to schedule a visit to the plantation before it
opened to the public. I had never before been so close to the plant that produces the beverage
that I had come to love, and the unique atmosphere of this Southern coastal plantation, with its
lush evergreen bushes, moss-draped live oaks, and tropical Atlantic Ocean breezes, added to
the experience. That and subsequent visits whetted my appetite to see tea fields in Asia.As the
popularity of tea steadily increased and trade relations with the Far East became strained, the
British began to look to sources beyond China to supply their beloved beverage. By the mid-



nineteenth century, they had established large tea plantations in two of their colonies, India and
Ceylon (today’s Sri Lanka). They discovered C. sinensis var. assamica growing wild in India but
initially planted C. sinensis var. sinensis, believing that it was better to go with a plant that had
produced great tea for centuries. The British also invented machinery that mimicked much of
what was being done by hand in China, a development that revolutionized the industry.
Although India and Sri Lanka are historically famous for their black teas, both countries now
also produce white, green, and a small amount of oolong.Because of its proximity to China,
Taiwan seems a natural candidate for tea growing, but it didn’t happen quickly. It was only in
the mid-1800s that tea was planted and processed for export. Today, Taiwan is renowned for its
oolongs, sometimes referred to as Formosa oolongs, after Ilha Formosa (formosa means
“beautiful”), the name the Portuguese gave the island in 1544. It also produces good black and
green teas.Tea cultivation spread from Asia to other parts of the globe, and today, Kenya is
among the world’s top exporters. You can also find tea grown on a varying scale everywhere
from the Black Sea coast of Russia and the highlands of Rwanda to New Zealand, Australia,
Ecuador, and Uganda. Surprisingly, it is also grown in very small amounts in the United
States.C. sinensis was taken to South Carolina around 1800 by François André Michaux, the
royal botanist to Louis XVI of France. Along with other floral beauties, it was planted as an
ornamental near Charleston at the Middleton Barony Plantation, now known as Middleton
Place, the country’s oldest landscaped garden. Beginning in the mid-1800s, tea farms were
started in a few areas around the state, but all of them failed by 1907, sometimes because of
the death of the owner and other times because of either costs or quarrels, or perhaps both. In
the early 1960s, the Lipton tea company established an experimental farm on Wadmalaw
Island in Charleston County, which it maintained for a quarter century. Ownership then shifted
to two business partners, who named the farm the Charleston Tea Plantation and continued to
grow high-quality tea until their partnership fell apart and the land moved to the auction block in
2003. Fortunately, the R. C. Bigelow tea company stepped in and saved the farm, and tea
continues to be harvested there.A Pair of Taiwan Tea GardensIn October 2010, I traveled to
Taiwan with a group of tea enthusiasts to tour some of the country’s world-famous tea gardens.
There is a beauty to a tea field—the fresh air, the emerald-green lushness—that takes your
breath away, and each garden we visited was distinctive, with the farmer’s personal touch
evident. Some gardens were on flat land and some were on high, verdant, mist-shrouded
mountains. Two in particular stood out for me because of their splendor.One was the Bagua
Tea Garden (bagua is one of the primary analytical tools used in feng shui), in the mountainous
Shanlinsi tea district. Mr. Lin, who runs the tea store connected with the garden, explained that
the plants had been positioned according to the lay of the land, which resulted in a highly
unusual—and breathtakingly beautiful—configuration of elaborate circular rows that extend far
down the hillsides. As I sipped the garden’s oolong tea in a little, white Eastern-style cup,
complete with hand-painted blue fish swimming in the bottom, and looked out at the artistry of
the rows and the majesty of the surrounding mountains, I knew it was a day I would never
forget.The second memorable stop was the Wang Ting Tea Garden, located near the town of
Ruili, in the Alishan mountain range. Getting there was not easy, as the road was narrow, with
lots of twists and turns and plenty of patches that were unpaved or had been washed away in a
storm. As we ascended, I counted roughly three dozen switchbacks, and many times I closed
my eyes when large trucks passed, as the embankment looked frighteningly close. Although
the trip was arduous, it was well worth it, for Wang Ting is perhaps my favorite tea garden to
date.The tea garden is owned and operated by Mr. Wong, who, at the age of eighteen, began
to work alongside his father on the farm and eventually took it over when his father retired. The



cottage farm and factory operation has slowly modernized to meet the demand for tea in the
region, installing solarpowered transparent vinyl withering panels and updated rolling machines
(see page 22, “Orthodox and Nonorthodox Production”). The factory was not nearly as
impressive as the farm, however. It had been raining when we arrived, and as we left the
processing facility behind and traveled even higher up the mountain, the rain stopped. When I
stepped out of the van and into the tea garden, the emeraldgreen leaves of the C. sinensis
bushes were shimmering and sparkling in the sunlight that was trying to push its way through
the clouds. Some of the garden was flat and some was terraced against the rising hillsides. As
I walked beside the rain-soaked bushes, I didn’t mind getting wet, because it may have been
the most glorious view I had ever seen. The heavy clouds and fog were so low that they
seemed to touch the garden; it was as if the sky and the earth were one. Beyond the tea fields I
could see a valley and a ring of mountains, both of them embraced by the billowy clouds. This
place was new to me, yet somehow familiar, and I felt as if I was visiting a dear friend that I had
not seen in a long time.High-quality tea is also being grown on a very small scale in Skagit
County, Washington, by the Japanese American Sakuma family, which has been farming in the
area since the 1930s. And following several failed attempts to cultivate C. sinensis in Hawaii,
one as early as the late 1880s, a cultivar that is happy in both the tropics and volcanic soil was
developed early in the twenty-first century. Shortly after that, the University of Hawaii and the
United States Department of Agriculture joined forces to study the feasibility of commercial
production, and a plot of land was soon successfully under cultivation. Now, all of the tea in
Hawaii is produced by individual farmers working mostly by hand. The yield is quite small, but
the prices it commands are impressive.The growing number of specialty tea drinkers in the
United States is being matched by a rising interest in cultivating tea in the country. In 2013, the
United States League of Tea Growers was started by Jason McDonald, who operates a tea
farm in Mississippi. The newly formed association hopes to serve as an invaluable resource to
North American tea farmers as they begin to cultivate their land. Only time will tell if tea grown
and processed in North America will become important in the specialty tea market.What may
be even more surprising to some than finding tea growing in North America is what is
happening in England. For centuries, the British demand for tea drove its cultivation in India, Sri
Lanka, and Africa, but only recently has anyone thought of trying to nurture it in U.K. soil.The
owners of the Tregothnan Estate in Cornwall, which has been in the Boscawen family since
1335 and is also the seat of the Falmouth viscountship, took on this challenge. At an industry
event in 2010, I met Jonathon Jones, the horticulturist who made the suggestion to grow C.
sinensis on the estate. He shared with a group of tea experts how Lord and Lady Falmouth,
who hired him as the head gardener in 1996, asked him what they could do on their land that
would not only tie them to their rich history but also last for hundreds of years into the future.
He researched the question thoroughly and realized that the camellias that grew wild at
Tregothnan could be the answer. The English had never attempted to grow tea in England
before, and it was always assumed that it couldn’t be done. But Jones found that the estate’s
topography and climate were similar to that of India’s famed Darjeeling tea region. His initial
experiment did not produce much of a crop because strong winds damaged the plants. But the
test did convince him that tea could be grown there successfully.England’s first homegrown tea
was sold in 2005 to the legendary Fortnum & Mason, an English department store famous for
its loose-leaf teas. The Boscawen family hopes to expand the amount of land under cultivation
and would also like to open an international center dedicated to educating everyone about
England’s iconic cup. Although this small tea garden will never quench the thirst for tea in
England, it does bring tea full circle to a citizenry who has made tea its beverage of



choice.WHAT IS SPECIALTY TEA?Like specialty foods, specialty teas exemplify quality,
innovation, and style due to their originality, authenticity, ethnic or cultural origin, ingredients,
specific processing steps, limited supply, and/or distinctive use. Simply stated, specialty tea,
sometimes referred to as fine tea, is tea that is produced to have unique and exceptional
qualities. Its leaves must be whole or nearly whole to reveal their distinctive flavor and
characteristics, and they are sometimes blended or scented with other ingredients, such as
citrus or smoke, to add appeal.Specialty tea is never used for mass-market tea bags, which
contain a blend of finely cut teas, known as commodity tea, to ensure a consistent flavor
profile. There isn’t anything wrong with commodity tea, but there isn’t anything special about it
either. It is blended to taste the same, year after year, to give consumers a consistency in their
cup that they have come to expect.Just as with fine wine, fine tea has a specific flavor profile
that varies from year to year. And again like wine, it is known for its terroir, a term perhaps most
used when discussing wine but also relevant to tea cultivation. In The Oxford English
Dictionary, the word terroir, which comes from the Latin terratorium, literally “soil” or “land,” is
defined as “the complete natural environment in which a particular wine is produced, including
factors such as the soil, topography, and climate.” Simply put, it is the taste of the place where
the wine—or the tea—originated. That means that specialty teas in the same classes will taste
differently depending on where they are grown and processed. In other words, serious tea
drinkers will know whether they are sipping a white tea from China or from Sri Lanka.Two
important aspects of the terroir of specialty tea are the season in which the leaves are
harvested and the elevation at which the plants are grown. Darjeeling tea grown in the
Himalayas, in northern India, is a good example of the factor of seasonality at work. The tea
gardens, which boast rich, loamy soil, are dormant in winter, and new growth usually starts to
sprout in mid-March. The harvest of these delicate, young new shoots is called the “first flush.”
It is followed by a second crop, known as the “second flush,” which typically appears around
mid-May and June. A fourth harvest, the “autumnal flush,” is picked in the fall after the monsoon
season. There is also a monsoon tea, or “third flush,” that is harvested between July and
September, but unlike the other flushes, it isn’t nearly as popular a flush as the other ones
mentioned. The first flush tastes remarkably floral, with hints of peach, honey, and a light
muscatel note, and has good astringency. The infusion it makes is lighter in color than what
you may expect from a black tea. The second flush is a bit more strongly flavored, has medium
astringency, and carries more of the muscatel fruitiness that Darjeeling black teas are famous
for. The color of the infusion is darker, more of an amber, but it still is not as dark as some
black teas. The autumnal flush has a brisker flavor, is more full-bodied, and has less of the
floral or fruity muscatel notes than the first and second flushes. As you can see, tea grown in
the same region brings a change in flavor to the cup depending on the season.Likewise, tea
cultivated in low elevations will not taste the same as those grown in high elevations, even
within the same country. Using the example of Sri Lanka (Ceylon tea), the tea plantations
range from slightly above sea level to well over 6,000 ft/1,800 m in elevation. The growing
regions are divided into three categories: low-grown is from sea level to roughly 2,000 ft/600 m,
mid-grown is from 2,000 to 4,000 ft/600 to 1,200 m, and high-grown is anything above 4,000
ft/1,200 m. Each category yields tea with its own unique characteristics.Low-grown Ceylon teas
deliver a robust and full-bodied cup and are wonderful with milk and/or sugar added to them.
The New Vithanakande tea factory in southwestern Sri Lanka, which I visited in 2012, is one of
the country’s most famous processors of low-grown teas. It sits in the center of the Sinharaja
rain forest and buys freshly harvested tea leaves from thousands of small farmers in the area.
As you rise in elevation, Ceylon teas become slightly less robust but still have good body and



character. The high-grown teas, while retaining some body, have a noticeably lighter character
and have been known to fetch record prices.One of the finest high-grown tea operations in the
country is the Pedro Estate, located in the picturesque region of Nuwara Eliya in central Sri
Lanka. It was the only estate owned by Scottish-born James Taylor, who arrived in Sri Lanka in
1852 and planted the first tea bushes in the country in the mid-1860s. Today, that historical
estate yields the highly prized, delicate, fragrant Lover’s Leap tea, which I find reminiscent of a
first flush Darjeeling, though with its own unique characteristics defined by terroir.But like all
agricultural products, tea crops are affected by more than seasonality and elevation.
Fluctuations in temperature and in rainfall amounts can create subtle and not-so-subtle
changes in flavor each year—differences that dedicated tea drinkers look forward to
discovering with every new harvest.Most specialty teas are a blend of teas that have been
combined to produce an optimal cup for drinking. There are three basic types of blends: Single-
estate teas are blended from several days of plucking on the same estate. Lover’s Leap tea
from the Pedro Estate, mentioned above, is a good example. Single-origin teas are blends put
together from estates within a specific area, either a region within a country or a single country.
A prime example would be an Assam tea from India, which you know is from the Assam region
without knowing the specific estates. Finally, some teas are the result of blending leaves from
various countries. One of the most popular examples of this type of specialty tea is English
breakfast tea, which is a mix of black teas from India, Sri Lanka, Kenya, and sometimes
China.HOW TEA LEAVES BECOME TEAHow the leaves from a single type of plant can be
turned into six classes of tea, each with its own highly distinctive character, can seem almost
like magic. We have the Chinese to thank for this sleight of hand, for they developed the now
centuries-old series of steps that defines tea production today. Each step must be completed
with precision, however, or the tea will not be worthy of drinking. Most important for specialty
tea, the leaves must remain whole or nearly whole, a practice known as orthodox production
(see “Orthodox and Nonorthodox Production,” page 22).The first step in tea production is the
harvest, which is done by hand in most countries. Tea harvesters, the majority of whom are
women because of their generally superior dexterity, start work very early in the morning when
temperatures are cooler. Working quickly and carefully, the harvesters pluck—the term used in
the tea world—the new leaves (or flush) and immediately drop them into bags or baskets
strapped to their backs. For the finest teas, they harvest only the bud and the next two
youngest leaves, a practice known as fine plucking. When one or two additional leaves are also
included, the technique is called coarse plucking and yields a lower-quality tea. In a few
countries, most notably Japan, the leaves are sometimes plucked by machine. Most of the
finest teas are picked by hand, however, as mechanized picking can easily damage the tender
shoots. The harvest is then transported to the production facility as quickly as possible before
too much moisture is lost.Orthodox and Nonorthodox ProductionWhen processing leaves for
specialty teas, the goal is to preserve the whole leaf as much as possible. To achieve this, the
manufacturer adheres to what is known as orthodox production, a method originally done by
hand when the Chinese began processing tea leaves more than two millennia ago. The work
continued in that fashion until the 1840s, when the British started to grow tea in India and Sri
Lanka and invented machines that mimicked the hand techniques. This new equipment
dramatically reduced the most labor-intensive aspects of tea processing, which quickly resulted
in increased production. In time, factories in China and other tea-producing countries adopted
the machines. Modernized versions of these early machines are still used today, though some
highly prized specialty teas continue to be processed by hand.In the early 1930s, the CTC (cut
or crush, tear, curl) machine was invented, which sped up production even more, and it, too,



remains in use. After the leaves are dried, they are fed into the CTC, where sharp blades first
shred and tear them and then roll them into tiny balls. This method is known as nonorthodox
production because the leaves are reduced to small spherical pieces.A second machine, the
rotovane, is sometimes used at the end of orthodox production. It cuts whole leaves into
smaller pieces for both loose tea and tea bags. The pieces remain flat, rather than being
compressed into balls as they are with the CTC machine. Some tea enthusiasts insist that
rotovanecut leaves are still correctly classified as products of orthodox production; others insist
that once a whole leaf is deliberately cut, it no longer fits that description.Two basic types of
processing facility exist in the world of tea: the small cottage operation, which can be as
modest as a makeshift structure in someone’s backyard or a small factory, and the several-
story factory at the edge of a tea-growing area that boasts tens of thousands of bushes.
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Teas for Stress Management, Common Ailments, Seasonal Health, and Immune Support, The
Book of Tea: Beauty, Simplicity and the Zen Aesthetic, The Boba Book: Bubble Tea and
Beyond, The New Homemade Kitchen: 250 Recipes and Ideas for Reinventing the Art of
Preserving, Canning, Fermenting, Dehydrating, and More, Chaat: Recipes from the Kitchens,
Markets, and Railways of India: A Cookbook, The Native Mexican Kitchen: A Journey into
Cuisine, Culture, and Mezcal, Prep School: How to Improve Your Kitchen Skills and Cooking
Techniques, Mastering the Art of French Cooking, Volume 2: A Cookbook, We Are La Cocina:
Recipes in Pursuit of the American Dream, The Art and Craft of Tea: An Enthusiast's Guide to
Selecting, Brewing, and Serving Exquisite Tea, The Encyclopedia of Spices and Herbs: An
Essential Guide to the Flavors of the World, Tea: A User's Guide, A Little Tea Book: All the
Essentials from Leaf to Cup, Ancient Art of Tea: Wisdom From the Ancient Chinese Tea
Masters, 20,000 Secrets of Tea: The Most Effective Ways to Benefit from Nature's Healing
Herbs, The Harney & Sons Guide to Tea

MrsPCMudry, “A broad base from which to dive deeper.. I highly recommend this book to the
learner who wants a substantial (and pertinent!), overview to give one a broad base from which
to dive deeper.As a tea professional, the communication of tea isn’t so much about all the
scientific facts, but rather how to impart that information in a clear, concise way which flows
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easily from beginning to end. Having a mental outline of sorts to tether to allows me to consider
how to tailor this multi-faceted topic to my audience (their origins, their education, their
experiences etc.). Modern Tea does that. I also liked how in Modern Tea, Lisa told the story of
tea. It read like a novel but was intellectually weighty enough to keep as a reference
manual.Lisa in Modern Tea gives an appreciating for the history of tea, both antidotal and
documented, including respect to both. Going into depth of how tea is more than a beverage, it
is a commodity, a ceremony, a tradition, a comfort, meditative and more. That specialty tea has
unique and exceptional qualities and is an affordable luxury. An international beverage for an
international populace.I particularly took note of Lisa’s wording, differentiating an infusion
which is properly dubbed “tea” only if it comes from a Camelia sinensis plant. The beverages
from any other plants are more correctly referred to as an herbal infusion or tisane. It is
important we understand this distinction. Lisa continues to where tea is grown and how the
leaves of the plant are gathered because discussion of tea type would include information of
when it is plucked and how the leaves become tea. Grasping this will help one categorize teas
by type: white, green, yellow, oolong, black, and dark.Like any great communicator, Lisa
interspersed information with fun stories which made this reading more engaging and imparted
subtle nuances and lightness within the dispersal of facts.I highly recommend this book.N.
MitchellClemson Tea Farm”

jasmine, “Packs a punch for the size!. Great book for the size and value! Lots of pictures,
accurate information and good ideas. I highly recommend it to others that appreciate quality
tea.”

Endre Takacs, “Five Stars. Nice book on tea culture.”

Reed C. Stock, “Five Stars. An excellent comprehensive study of tea for the contemporary
reader.”

Tami, “A Fresh Look at an Ancient Beverage is a perfect description!. I love this book! This is
the 3rd book of Lisa's that I have reviewed and this one is by far the very best! My thoughts
while first reading this were, "Finally, an updated tea book." The book's title really does sum it
up, "Modern Tea A Fresh Look at an Ancient Beverage". There are so many areas I loved in
this book, I don't really know where to start. From beginning to end it is packed with truly
relevant information. Chapter One is What is Tea? Could possibly be my favorite chapter. Lisa
has visited many Tea Estates around the world and her descriptions of the different types of
tea and the process to get to those types were very interesting. I felt I was right there with her
making Tung Ting Oolong. The chapter literally made me happy, I know, sounds silly. The rest
of the book is filled with great information too. Tea Ceremonies and Rituals from around the
world, fascinating. Beyond the Cup; looking for a Tea Cocktail? It's there. The Buzz about Tea;
great info on health, sustainability, even coffee! I could go on and on. This is your new, FRESH,
go to book on tea. Whether you are new to tea or have been around the "bush" awhile, this
book will appeal to you and hopefully make you happy too.The photos are also beautiful.
Wonderful work by Jenifer AltmanTeas by Tami”

C. Opitz, “Fun and engaging!. This book is an easy and quick read, full of excellent information
provided by someone steeped in the world of tea. I especially enjoy her personal anecdotes
provided throughout the book. She provides enough detail to entice a reader new to the world
of tea to want to learn more, but not so much as to bore someone already familiar with the



topic. The information is current and arranged into clear chapters. Highly recommended!”

Chris Tinker, “The Perfect Brew. This posts as Chris Tinker but is written by his wife, Bonnie
Tinker. I received "Modern Tea" as a gift from the author, who is a dear friend. I have learned
so much about tea from Lisa over the years. I was excited when she mentioned that her most
recent book was in the works. Over the years, we have learned various things about tea from
Lisa, but, I was eager to read her book to learn more. I knew she had been visiting various tea
estates over the past several years.I am completely impressed by "Modern Tea" and I plan to
order it and give it as gifts to family and friends! I would encourage anyone who has an
interest in tea to order this extremely well-written book. I realize that, for a lot of us, the subject
of "tea" is a daunting one because we do not possess the familiarity we might desire with tea's
variations, history, processes, etc. This book answered literally every question I had about
tea! The book is extraordinary! Not only is it superbly written (with excellent photographs as
accents), but, it covers so much that it not only is a phenomenal read, but, it also is an
excellent resource book to turn to time and again, and it would be excellent course material in
a college classroom! It covers the history of tea among the various regions in the world, the
various types of tea and the processes that bring each of them to your tea cup, the art of
sipping and pairing tea, and various ways in which tea can be incorporated into your everyday
life and savored much like wine can be. It also dispels some tea myths along the way.On p. 19,
the author states, "Just as with fine wine, fine tea has a specific flavor profile that varies from
year to year. And again like wine, it is known for its terroir, a term perhaps most used when
discussing wine but also relevant to tea cultivation."Not only does the author spend time
acclimating the reader with the tea process, regions, and terminology, but, she also provides a
very rare insight into the world of tea estates. This insight only can be provided via personal
experience! That is, perhaps, the best part of this fabulous book! It is truly remarkable to read
as the author paints a picture of great tea estates around the world and her visits to them! In
your mind's eye, you as the reader are transplanted to those beautiful places!In reading this
book, you will learn how to shop for tea, how to store it, and how to sip it with friends. You will
learn the difference between "high tea" and "low tea" and you will learn some very interesting
facts about how tea became the drink of choice in Britain.You also will obtain some valuable
resources for tea-sipping going forward. Notably, on p. 64, the author includes some quick tips
for steeping tea, which is very helpful. She also includes a useful index so that the reader may
quickly reference specific topics. As aforementioned, this book is an excellent resource on all
aspects of modern tea. It truly is exceptional.In summary, I guess I would say that "Modern
Tea" is the perfect brew.”

The book by Lisa Boalt Richardson has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 25 people have provided
feedback.
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